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Abstract
The timing of both eyebrow and head movements of a talking face was varied systematically in a test sentence using an audiovisual speech synthesizer. The audio speech signal
was unchanged over all sentences. 33 listeners were given the task of identifying the most
prominent word in the test sentence. Results indicate that both eyebrow and head movements are powerful visual cues for prominence and that perceptual sensitivity to timing is
on the order of a typical syllable duration of 100-200 ms.

1 Introduction
There is currently considerable interest in developing 3D-animated agents to exploit the
inherently multimodal nature of speech communication. As 3D-animation becomes more
sophisticated in terms of visual realism, the demand for naturalness in speech and gesture
coordination increases. Not only are appropriate and speech-synchronized articulator
movements necessary, visual prosodic signals such as cues for prominence and phrasing,
and conversational signals such as turntaking and feedback are also essential (see Cassell et
al. 2000 for a review).
In an experiment investigating the contribution of eyebrow movement to the perception
of prominence in Swedish (Granström et al. 1999) words and syllables with concomitant
eyebrow movement were generally perceived as more prominent than syllables without
the movement. This paper presents results from a follow-up study carried out in which
both eyebrow and head movements were tested as potential cues to prominence. The goal
of the study was two-fold. First of all we wanted to see if head movement (nodding) is a
more powerful cue to prominence than is eyebrow movement. Secondly, we wanted to
test the perceptual sensitivity to the timing of both eyebrow and head movement.

2 Method
A rule-based audiovisual synthesizer was used for stimuli preparation (Beskow 1995)
with a control interface that allows fine-grained control over the trajectories for acoustic
and visual parameters implemented as an extension to the WaveSurfer application
(Beskow & Sjölander 2000). The test sentence used to create the stimuli for the experiment was the same as that used in a prior perception experiment designed to test acoustic
cues only (House 2000). The sentence, Jag vill bara flyga om vädret är perfekt (I only
want to fly if the weather is perfect) was synthesized with focal accent rises on both flyga
(fly) (Accent 2) and vädret (weather) (Accent 1). The rise excursions corresponded to the
stimulus in the previous test which elicited nearly equal responses for flyga and vädret in
terms of the most prominent word in the sentence. The voice used was the Infovox 330
Ingmar MBROLA voice. The acoustic stimulus is illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Waveform, spectrogram, F0 contour and transcription of the acoustic stimulus
used in the experiment (left) and schematic illustration of face gesture timing (right).

Eyebrow and head movements were then created by hand-editing the respective parameters. The eyebrows were raised to create a subtle movement that was distinctive although
not too obvious. In quantitative terms the movement comprised 4% of the total possible
movement. The head movement was a slight vertical lowering comprising 3% of the total
possible vertical head rotation. The total duration of both eyebrow and head movement
was 300 ms and comprised a 100 ms dynamic onset, a 100 ms static portion and a 100 ms
dynamic offset.
Two sets of stimuli were created: set one in which both eyebrow and head movement
occurred simultaneously and set two in which the movements were separated and potentially conflicted with each other. In set one, six stimuli were created by synchronizing the
movement in stimulus 1 with the stressed vowel [yù] of flyga. This movement was successively shifted in intervals of 100 ms towards vädret resulting in the movement in stimulus
6 being synchronized with the stressed vowel [Eù] of vädret. In set two, stimuli 1-3 were
created by fixing the head movement to synchronize with the stressed vowel of vädret and
successively shifting the eyebrow movements from the stressed vowel of flyga towards
vädret in steps of 100 ms. Stimuli 4-6 were created by fixing the eyebrow movement to
vädret and shifting the head movement from flyga towards vädret. The acoustic signal and
articulatory movements were the same for all stimuli. A schematic illustration of the stimuli is presented in Figure 1.
A total of 33 subjects (18 females and 15 males) participated in the experiment. Most of
the subjects were recruited from among students and staff at KTH. No one reported any
hearing loss or visual impairment and all were native speakers of Swedish with the central
Swedish (Stockholm) dialect predominating.
The stimuli were presented to each subject individually using a computer interface especially designed for the experiment. The audio was presented through headphones and the
face was displayed in a frame measuring 13 % 19 cm with the face itself measuring 12 %
18 cm. A 3D graphic accelerator was installed in each test computer to insure sufficient
temporal resolution for audio-visual synchronization.
Subjects were asked to listen to each stimulus while looking carefully at the face and
given the task of choosing which of the two words, flyga or vädret, was most prominently
accented. The subjects were also requested to indicate on a scale between 1 to 5 how confident they were of their choice where 5 was certain and 1 was guessing. The presentation
order of the stimuli was randomized within each set. The subjects were allowed to listen
and look at each stimulus as many times as they wished before making their choice and
proceeding to the next stimulus.
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The results from stimulus set 1 where eyebrow and head movements occurred simultaneously clearly reflect the timing aspect of these stimuli as can be seen in Figure 2 where
percent votes for vädret increase successively as movement is shifted in time from flyga to
vädret. Results for stimulus set 1 were consistent between subjects: single factor ANOVA
F(32,165)=1.25, p=0.188, and significant between stimuli: F(5,192)=21.84, p<0.001.
The endpoint stimuli 1 and 6 where face movement and stressed vowel were in synchrony elicited the greatest number of prominence votes for the respective words. This is
also reflected by the high confidence scores for stimuli 1 and 6.
The largest difference between successive stimuli is to be found in the results between
the middle stimuli 3 and 4. Only 30% of the responses for stimulus 3 favored vädret while
for stimulus 4, 64% of the responses favored vädret. A single factor ANOVA on adjacent
stimuli reflects this difference in that the difference between stimulus 3 and 4 is significant
at the 1% level: F(1,64)=8.033, p<0.01. The only other significant difference was between
pair 1 and 2: F(1,64)=5.383, p<0.05.
The results from stimulus set 2 where eyebrow and head movements were timed separately reflect more ambiguity in the subject responses as can be seen in Figure 2. Results
for stimulus set 2 were consistent between subjects: single factor ANOVA
F(32,165)=1.336, p=0.124, and significant between stimuli: F(5,192)=3.098, p<0.05.
Only stimuli 3 and 4 received non-ambiguous responses. In stimulus 3, the responses
favoring vädret (76%) reflect the placement of the head movement. In this stimulus, the
head movement is synchronized with the stressed vowel in vädret and eyebrow movement
is 200 ms delayed from flyga. In stimulus 4, the responses also reflect the placement of the
head movement and favor flyga (60%). In this stimulus, head movement is synchronized
with the stressed vowel in flyga and eyebrow movement is synchronized with vädret. A
single factor ANOVA on adjacent stimuli reflects the difference in responses between
stimulus 3 and 4: F(1,64)=16.74, p<0.001. The only other significant difference was between pair 4 and 5: F(1,64)=5.22, p<0.05.
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Figure 2. Results for stimulus set one (left) and set two (right) showing prominence
response for vädret and confidence in percent.

It is clear from the results that combined head and eyebrow movements of the scope used
in the experiment are powerful cues for prominence when synchronized with the stressed
vowel of the potentially prominent word and when no conflicting acoustic cue is present.
Sensitivity to the timing of these movements seems to be on the order of 100 ms. However, there is a tendency for integration of the movements to the nearest potentially
prominent word, thus accounting for the jump in prominence response between stimulus 3
and 4 in set 1. This integration is consistent with the results of similar experiments using
visual and auditory segmental cues (Massaro et al. 1996, Massaro 1998).
The results from set 2 where eyebrow and head movement conflict are not surprising
and demonstrate that both head movement and eyebrow movement can function as independent cues to prominence. Head movement shows a slight advantage revealed by differ-
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ences in results for stimulus 3 and 4 where head movement synchronized with the stressed
vowel determines prominence responses overruling eyebrow movement. The relative salience of head movement is also apparent in the results for stimulus 6 where head movement
three positions from flyga detracts from eyebrow movement synchronized with vädret. If
eyebrow movement were equally powerful it would have been expected to prevail over the
ambiguous head movement in stimulus 6, as was the case for head movement prevailing in
stimulus 3. The advantage of head movement can perhaps be explained by virtue of the
larger surface area in motion.
A number of questions remain to be answered, as a perception experiment of this type
is necessarily restricted in scope. Amplitude of movement was not addressed in this investigation. If, for example, eyebrow movement were exaggerated, would this counterbalance
the greater power of head movement? A perhaps even more crucial question is the interaction between the acoustic and visual cues. There was a slight bias for flyga to be perceived
as more prominent (one subject even chose flyga in 11 of the 12 stimuli), and indeed the F0
excursion was greater for flyga than for vädret, even though this was ambiguous in the previous experiment. In practical terms of multimodal synthesis, however, it will probably be
sufficient to combine cues, even though it would be helpful to have some form of quantified weighting factor for the different acoustic and visual cues.
Duration of the eyebrow and head movements is another consideration which was not
tested here. It seems plausible that similar onset and offset durations (100 ms) combined
with substantially longer static displacements would serve as conversational signals rather
than as cues to prominence. In this way, non-synchronous eyebrow and head movements
can be combined to signal both prominence and e.g. feedback giving or seeking. Some of the
subjects also commented that the face seemed to convey a certain degree of irony in some
of the stimuli in set 2, most likely in those stimuli with non-synchronous eyebrow movement. Some very preliminary experimentation along these lines has been applied to the
simulated use of a talking head as an automatic tutor in Beskow et al. (2000).
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